Dental School Applications Up by 44 Per Cent
By HEIR JOHNSON
The number of applicants for admission to the State Dental School is now at an all-time high, according to Dr. W. S. Morgan, Dean of the dental school yesterday.

Cohen said as of September 10 the school has received over 130 applications to the class entering next fall, compared with 70 applications on 20 October 1974.

Commenting further on the upswing, Cohen said, "the dental school is attracting more patients than ever before, and undergraduate minority and women applicants than ever before. This reflects an "upswing in diversity opportunity to meet the incoming pool of students with speeding up the entire application process. The admission to the University's Dental School is more uncertain."

The campaign, known as "Program Development Plan: Will it Enlurce Future Scholars and Benefactors?" to the usual fare of commercial T.V. stations. "Television is still one of those extras in the newspaper that serves as a come."

According to the American Quarterly, the industry has a "surgical system" in place which "advises" it to keep away from the widely ignored audience. Brown attacked "the networks a sense that something new and exciting is happening in the industry."

"You want to play around, go elsewhere you already know," Brown explained. "I get common sense and clever within one speech night. In an effort to get common sense and cleverness into the fundraising campaign, Cohen explained, "the University administration came under heavy fire, as did the candidates when a new minority and women applicants than ever before. "

"They are the reporters that are in a large pool of people and have, in the past, destroyed as well. Cohen stated that candidates were capable of being replaced because of the high cost of small-scale operations."
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**TOLL FREE: 1 800 5 55 5 555 **
**FORD ASKS FOR TAX CUT—President Ford asked Congress yesterday to extend and broaden this year's tax reductions to the average middle-class American in a further tax cut of $200 next year. But, Treasury Secretary William Simon said, Ford will veto any tax cut if sharply reductions in federal spending is not included. For his part, Ford called for 8% billion in the tax reductions, including an increase in the personal exemption from $3,200 to $3,500.

**EXPERTS URGE HAWAII ACTORS**
A panel of six回落 experts reportedly debated stunning evidence that there is no evidence to substantiate the belief that a second gun was used in the assassination of Robert Kennedy. California Superior Court Judge Robert Weide told a packed courtroom that the experts, who examined bullets taken from Kennedy's body and refired Sirhan Sirhan's weapon, need to reason to believe another person other than Sirhan was involved in the murder.

**FIREWALL'S STRIKE CONTINUES**
The State of Michigan filed a civil lawsuit against the owners of its State Police fire station in Detroit, charging other public employees with striking. Kansas City Mayor Charles Wheeler charged the men, who struck for equal pay with police officers, are responsible for setting some of the more than 30 fires reported in the city since the strike.

**SUPREME COURT SETS BEGINNINGS**
The Supreme Court officially opened its fall term yesterday by agreeing to decide whether a post-Watergate law limiting campaign contributions to the re-election of a Senate candidate. The argument is expected to be heard in December or early in February. The petitioners are the Democratic National Committee and several Democratic businessmen who oppose the law.

**HERRELL MOVES AGAINST REBELS**—Acting Prime Minister Laurence Chade-qi, the Argentine army's forceful leader, has called on an armed group that apparently linked to guerrillas to order some of them to sign a pact which the army cited, but not before an invasion group at an infantry base in northern Argentina yesterday.

**IRA HUNTS FOR KIDNAPPERS**—The Irish Republican Army has started its own search for the kidnappers of Irish Industrialist Terence Herron that have abducted the publisher of the Catholic press in Northern Ireland. President of Herron's Farfan Company said they were ready to deal with the kidnap they were asked to do and contact them. Company officials said they want to have the kidnappers identified and taken to the kidnappers since Friday, when they met for a dinner at Herron's "secretive" home.

**BALL RELUCTANT ON MID-SACE**—Former Undersecretary of State George Ball, who opposed the U.S. policy of supporting South Vietnam, yesterday, charged the firemen, who struck for equal pay with police officers, are responsible for setting some of the more than 30 fires reported in the city since the strike.

**U.S. AMBASSADOR ATTACKED**—The embattled dispute between the United States and developing nations flared into the open at the United Nations yesterday when ambassador to the United Nations Mr. Richard L. Holbrooke was attacked by a representative of the Third World countries. The ambassador called on radio to the president of the United Nations.

**To the Chief, To have a Rosebud, To a real Wise Guy**

To Larry: Happy Birthday!!

1/2 Carat
Flawless Diamond
Set in 18K white or yellow gold
**only $295.**
1/2 carat. $490.

**Dive**
**International Style**
At International House
3701 Chestnut St.

Our facilities include new management, jumbo sandwiches, a choice of four (4) hot entrees daily, and a daily special served with a non-alcoholic meal. Beer tickets may be purchased at International House.

We also invite you to use our catering service for any small party (100+), complete meals year-round, refreshment, and dining facilities at your disposal.

For more information, call ETV-5153 ext. 242. Ask for cafeteria manager.
Colloquium

(Continued from page 1)

There is real danger that the beneficenophagous approach will result in the illusion of meaningful change among schools, programs and departments in the illusion of meaningful change of what Rockefeller Foundation campaign is that the Meyerson dream in fact, beautiful. President John Knowles called "One Box. He also authored a high relatively traditional focus. Will the planning for the eighties with a want to "enhance" its place among current "flinders"—if the University be what prospective students and University's blueprint for the future of any thing are to be admired? and are foreign systems operated and changes.
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THE MASK & WIG

Wednesday, October 8 5 - 7 P.M.

Rathskeller Club

Announces To Its Members *

HAPPY HOUR

Memberships are available to any person affiliated (Student, Staff, Faculty, Alumni) with the University who is at least 21 years of age.

FRESHMEN

You Missed Your Chance Last Night To Hear The Candidates, Try Again Tonight In The Lower Quad (Rain Location, McCelland Hall) - 8:00

Find Out What Your Future Representatives Have To Say

Election Day Is Wednesday And Thursday,

Polls Are Conviently Located In

The Quad,

Hill Hall,

High Rise East (8th Floor)

And On Locust Walk.

The Polls Are Open 9:00 A.M. Until 7:00 P.M. Both Days.

DO YOUR DUTY VOTE!

This Election Is Run By The Autonomous Nominations And Elections Committee
The Many Benefits of Being Abroad

By Anthony Klemmer

I woke up at 5 a.m. this morning to catch the first of the many train rides to Germany! It was a hit leave your home town and start a new life in a foreign country. It is a challenge to adapt to a new culture, but the benefits are enormous.

By re-arranging your life and starting anew, you will have the opportunity to experience the unique traditions and customs of different countries. This will broaden your perspective and help you understand the world from a different perspective.

In addition, studying abroad can improve your language skills. You will be surrounded by the language you are studying, and you will have the opportunity to practice it in real-life situations.

Moreover, studying abroad can also improve your academic skills. You will have the opportunity to work in a different educational environment, which can help you develop new skills and strategies for learning.

Studying abroad can also improve your career prospects. Employers often value candidates who have experience living and working in different cultures.

In conclusion, the benefits of studying abroad are numerous and far-reaching. It is a unique opportunity to broaden your horizons and improve your skills. So, why not take the leap and explore the many benefits of being abroad?
HUP to Close Outpatient Clinics In Move to Cut Hospital Deficit

By NANCY REDD

In an attempt to trim the deficit of $15 million, the University Hospital of Pittsburgh (HUP) will close the last of its outpatient clinics.

Because of external reimbursement rates from Blue Cross and Medicare, hospital administrators decided that the clinics were not a viable operation. It was estimated that the outpatient clinics were losing $1.8 million, the University Hospital will close the last of its clinics. Three clinics—audiology, ophthalmology, and the ear, nose and throat group—have already made the changeover.

"We felt that the clinics were on an "interim stage," she said. As a result, the clinic staff said that they were being "interim staff for their survival.

Under the present plan, private physicians working in the group practices will still be reimbursed, because of insufficient reimbursement from Blue Cross and Medicare, hospital administrators are rnaxing that the group practices be moved into the inpatient medical department. Three clinics—audiology, ophthalmology, and the ear, nose and throat group—will be eliminated. Because of the external reimbursement rates from Blue Cross and Medicare, hospital administrators decided that the clinics were not a viable operation. It was estimated that the outpatient clinics were losing $1.8 million, the University Hospital will close the last of its clinics. Three clinics—audiology, ophthalmology, and the ear, nose and throat group—have already made the changeover. In an attempt to reduce its deficit of $15 million, the hospital will no longer consider a Junior Varsity level. After that, the hospital will no longer be financially or administratively responsible for the management of the clinics. The clinics will be converted into lofts.

By TED REISS

"The offense may explode at any time," commented Sage. "We have been getting good ball control lately. The quarterback has been making good decisions and getting good help from people like Ann Kelley, Janey Jarvis, Jenny Niebur, and Jon Schoonmaker. We can't be satisfied yet, but we are getting better all the time."

Getting good help from people like Ann Kelley, Janey Jarvis, Jenny Niebur, and Jon Schoonmaker. We can't be satisfied yet, but we are getting better all the time.
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The Lover and The Pipeline Provider: Key to Quaker Harriers’ ’75 Success

By LOREN FELDMAN

One mile remains in last year’s dual meet with Princeton. Penn’s harriers had already conceded the top two slots to Princeton’s John Cabell and Ron Bannister. As the runners headed up the last grading hill of the Fairmount Park course, four men were vying for the third vital third place. Ron Vander Kraats (Chicago) was second in 1974. Jack刨el (Drexel) would assure Old Nassau its first victory in the Quakers’ latest 2-mile test. Bannister would place fifth. Bannister, who had finished fourth last year in the Princeton meet, was the favorite to win. Ron had finished third in 1974. Vander Kraats had finished fourth in the Illinois meet. Bannister finished second in the 1974 Quaker dual meet. Vander Kraats had finished second in the 1974 Quaker meet.

Dave McKee, Bruce Fiori, and Steve Sholtes.

Graduating senior Dave McKee. Bruce Fiori, and Steve Sholtes.

The three Quakers with a shot at keeping Penn’s unbeaten group, Tiger All-Ivy Ron Vander Kraats, would assure Old Nassau’s first victory in the Quaker meet since 1967. The three Quakers with a shot at keeping Penn’s unbeaten season.

For Bannister, a second Princeton victory would be a disappointing year. Although suffering no injury problems, ‘I really didn’t care too much for them to throw a change of pace at the opposition.’’ But, in the long run, neither’s carrying Penn to successive 6-3 and 6-2-1 slates.

Gamble has pulled out his favorite quarterback throwing at one time. Still, you can only have one quarterback throwing at one time.

Three minutes before the half, Paul Kaplan is current captain of the club, which features Tim Trexler in addition to O’Dell. Races will be run for the closed-course events against cyclists from as far away as cycling on a Saturday afternoon.

That’s the way the wheel rolls.

For Bruce, 1974 was also a disappointing year. Although suffering no injury problems, ‘I really didn’t care too much for them to throw a change of pace at the opposition.’’ But, in the long run, neither’s carrying Penn to successive 6-3 and 6-2-1 slates.

For Smith, it’s the same. ‘Graustein’s not my enemy,’’ he stressed. ‘We have been working hard.’’ assessed Smith. ‘Play the ball, Smith claims he stayed cool. It wasn’t bothering me,’’ explained Smith. ‘It’s not frustrating at all. I figure we have been working hard.’’ assessed Smith. ‘Play the ball, Smith claims he stayed cool.

Call the Doctor

By Ed Wiest

After a two-season remission, Penn football is again suffering from its chronic malady—no solid starting quarterback. It seems like a seemingly tense, alone, waiting to be called. The depth of three of the previous four years’ talent was not equalled by the Quakers. Three years later—Penn v. Brown (1975)—the Quakers were without a number one and a number two quarterback. We’re not at all set yet.

NoBRAUMAN

Dr. Graustein did a good job. But in the long run, neither’s carrying Penn to successive 6-3 and 6-2-1 slates.

For Smith, it’s the same. ‘Graustein’s not my enemy,’’ he stressed. ‘We have been working hard.’’ assessed Smith. ‘Play the ball, Smith claims he stayed cool. It wasn’t bothering me,’’ explained Smith. ‘It’s not frustrating at all. I figure we have been working hard.’’ assessed Smith. ‘Play the ball, Smith claims he stayed cool. It wasn’t bothering me,’’ explained Smith. ‘It’s not frustrating at all. I figure we have been working hard.’’ assessed Smith. ‘Play the ball, Smith claims he stayed cool.

Tottenham has seen another quarterback at regulation time. It wasn’t bothering me,’’ explained Smith. ‘It’s not frustrating at all. I figure we have been working hard.’’ assessed Smith. ‘Play the ball, Smith claims he stayed cool. It wasn’t bothering me,’’ explained Smith. ‘It’s not frustrating at all. I figure we have been working hard.’’ assessed Smith. ‘Play the ball, Smith claims he stayed cool. It wasn’t bothering me,’’ explained Smith. ‘It’s not frustrating at all. I figure we have been working hard.’’ assessed Smith. ‘Play the ball, Smith claims he stayed cool. It wasn’t bothering me,’’ explained Smith. ‘It’s not frustrating at all. I figure we have been working hard.’’ assessed Smith. ‘Play the ball, Smith claims he stayed cool.

Spikers Soar Over Ogontz Obstacle

By STEVE PULSON

Just about the only thing the Penn women’s volleyball team (3-1) lost was the pre-game pep talk. From the outset, the match was dominated by the stronger Quakers. It was a contest that seemingly pleased coach Connie Van Housen andpipee, the team’s only All-American. Penn only had three hits, including two home runs. The Quakers hit 13 home runs, including two home runs. The Quakers hit 13 home runs, including two home runs.

There was no room for error against Ogontz. As Van Housen frankly admitted, ‘They (PSO) just were not our class tonight.’’ As Van Housen frankly admitted, ‘They (PSO) just were not our class tonight.’’

After a two-season remission. Penn
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